JAVA BRANCHING STATEMENTS
Description
Java provides three branching statements break, continue and return. The break and
continue in Java are two essential keyword beginners needs to familiar while using
loops ( for loop, while loop and do while loop). break statement in java is used to
break the loop and transfers control to the line immediate outside of loop while
continue is used to escape current execution (iteration) and transfers control back
to start of the loop. Both break and continue allows programmer to create
sophisticated algorithm and looping constructs.
In this java tutorial we will see example of break and continue statement in Java
and some important points related to breaking the loop using label and break
statement. break keyword can also be used inside switch statement to break current
choice and if not used it can cause fall-through on switch.Both the break statement
and the continue statement can be unlabeled or labeled. Although it's far more
common to use break and continue unlabeled.
Let’s understand unlabeled continue and break statement using java program.

Labeled Statements
Although many statements in a Java program can be labeled, it's most common to
use labels with loop statements like for or while, in conjunction with break and
continue statements. A label statement must be placed just before the statement
being labeled, and it consists of a valid identifier that ends with a colon (:).
You need to understand the difference between labeled and unlabeled break and
continue. The labeled varieties are needed only in situations where you have nested
loop, and need to indicate which of the nested loops you want to break from,or
from which of the nested loops you want to continue with the next iteration. A
break statement will exit out of the labeled loop, as opposed to the innermost
loop,if the break keyword is combined with a label.

The return statement
The last control statement is return. The return statement is used to explicitly return
from a method. That is, it causes program control to transfer back to the caller of
the method.As such, it is categorized as a jump statement.At any time in a method
the return statement can be used to cause execution to branch back to the caller of
the method. Thus, the return statement immediately terminates the method in
which it is executed.

Summary


Java provides 3 branching statement named break, continue and return.



Branching statements are used to change normal flow of execution based on
some condition.



The return statement is used to explicitly return from a method.
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